Whole-Genome Sequencing and Cancer Therapy: Is Too Much Ever Enough?
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Summary: This issue of Cancer Discovery features an article that describes the use of whole-genome sequencing to discover an actionable genetic alteration that was not detected using a lower resolution diagnostic approach. This finding highlights the growing debate surrounding the optimal deployment of powerful new genomics technologies in the clinical oncology arena. Cancer Discov; 2(9): 766-8. ©2012 AACR.

Commentary on Dahlman et al., p. 791 (8).

Cancer genome discovery continues to unveil new insights into “driver” mechanisms that govern the genesis, persistence, and progression of many malignancies. However, clinical indications for tumor genetic testing and therapeutic choice remain narrow compared with the possibilities brought forth by genome discovery. For example, malignant melanoma contains numerous genetic alterations that may be “druggable” in principle (1)—but clinical genetic tests in this malignancy focus primarily on codon 600 of the BRAF oncogene because mutations therein predict clinical response to RAF inhibitors such as vemurafenib (2, 3) and dabrafenib (4). Several academic cancer centers and commercial vendors are pursuing a more categorical approach to tumor genomic profiling by leveraging so-called “allele-based” technologies that additionally interrogate approximately 40 to 500 individual mutations affecting approximately 10 to 40 known cancer genes (5-7).

Although these efforts eclipse the scope of many clinical tests, they vastly underrepresent the spectrum of known cancer gene mutations that are “actionable” in principle. This “actionability gap” highlights a fundamental question pertaining to implementation of “precision” cancer medicine: Should we continue on a validation path that queries a relatively small number of genes/mutations at a time? Or is it preferable to adopt a more aggressive framework that leverages state-of-the-art technologies and analytics to produce comprehensive genomic information and thereby identify a fuller spectrum of plausibly “actionable” events in individual tumors?

In this issue of Cancer Discovery, Dahlman and colleagues (8) address these questions in a case study of aggressive, metastatic melanoma. In this patient, “allele-specific” tumor genetic studies had come up empty: the melanoma was “wild-type” for BRAFV600E/K mutations (which occur in 40%–50% of cutaneous melanoma) and several common KIT mutations (which are typically observed in acral and mucosal melanomas). To determine what may have been missed by the allele-based assays in this aggressive tumor, the investigators conducted post-mortem whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of the tumor and paired germline DNA. This effort identified a BRAF mutation only 3 codons away from the site queried by existing genetic tests: encoding a leucine-to-arginine substitution at position 597. From a biologic standpoint, this observation was not unexpected: approximately 10% of BRAF mutations involve sites other than codon 600, and the BRAFV597R mutation has previously been reported in melanoma and other cancers (Fig. 1; ref. 9). Nonetheless, one cannot help but wonder whether knowledge of this mutation might have opened additional clinical trial avenues for this patient had it been identified while the patient was still alive.

Before delving further into this possibility, it is fair to ponder whether WGS might have been “overkill” in this particular instance. After all, most information that emerged from WGS seemed irrelevant to the “index” observation of a “non-V600” BRAF mutation that drove the subsequent focus of this study. Although the investigators invested a considerable and laudable effort into identifying the myriad alterations present in this tumor genome (>60% of which consist of cytosine-to-thymidine transitions characteristic of UV light–induced DNA damage), most of this information would likely be uninterpretable to all but the most genomically rarefied oncologists. Moreover, it remains costly to sequence and analyze an entire cancer genome in an environment of Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA). Finally, few if any groups have yet achieved routine WGS of DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue. This limitation poses an additional technical constraint on the practical clinical use of this technology.

At the same time, many translational oncologists recognize that genomic profiling platforms focused solely on individual mutations are becoming outdated. The study by Dahlman and colleagues (8) exemplifies the singular limitation of such approaches: They miss many plausibly “actionable” alterations. Indeed, neither mass spectrometric nor PCR-based approaches are able to detect most chromosomal...
copy number alterations and rearrangements at the DNA level; they are also highly insensitive for inactivating tumor suppressor gene mutations. Toward this end, the \( \text{BRAF}^{V597R} \) mutation described in this study occurred in the context of \( \text{BRAF} \) gene amplification, thus drawing additional attention to its likely importance as a driver in this tumor. More generally, the report by Dahlman and colleagues (8) illustrates that allele-specific technologies have proven inadequate even for detection of lower frequency mutations in known, “actionable” oncogenes. This vexing limitation is readily overcome by massively parallel sequencing-based platforms that interrogate larger cancer gene panels (e.g., hundreds of known cancer genes; refs. 10, 11). Thus, although global approaches such as WGS or whole-exome sequencing may arguably overshoot the present clinical demand, it seems likely that some expansion in the scope of tumor genomic profiling may prove beneficial for emerging clinical studies of “precision” cancer medicine—particularly if such approaches can be implemented using archival (e.g., FFPE) materials and at a cost and turn-around time that is acceptable to clinicians.

Having identified \( \text{BRAF}^{V597R} \) in this sample and confirmed its recurrence in 49 additional melanoma tumors that lacked \( \text{BRAF}^{V600E/K} \) mutations, the investigators postulated that this or similar “non-V600” \( \text{BRAF} \) mutations might confer sensitivity to mitogen-activated protein (MAP)/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) kinase (MEK) inhibitors. Indeed, biochemical studies of cells expressing the mutant \( \text{BRAF} \) constructs suggested that pharmacologic MEK inhibition might be more effective than RAF inhibition in suppressing MAP kinase (ERK) activation in these settings. Most importantly, the investigators genetically characterized a \( \text{BRAF} \) “wild-type” melanoma from a patient who experienced a partial response to MEK inhibition and found that this tumor harbored a very similar \( \text{BRAF}^{L597S} \) mutation. Together, these results suggested that mutations involving codon 597 or other “non-V600” changes might predict sensitivity to MEK inhibitors.

When these provocative mechanistic and clinical findings are considered in light of the WGS data from the “index” melanoma tumor, several more subtle aspects emerge that collectively augment the potential benefits of comprehensive tumor genomic profiling. Here, it is important to note that other developmental therapeutic avenues aside from MEK inhibitors might in principle have been entertained for this patient, had the investigators known about the \( \text{BRAF}^{V597R} \) mutation. For example, the investigators may conceivably have considered a trial of a RAF inhibitor with properties distinct from that of vemurafenib (e.g., a small molecule with enhanced potency or measurable activity against other RAF isoforms), or perhaps a clinical trial combining RAF and MEK inhibitors. This combination results in a high response rate and doubles the time to disease progression when compared with single-agent RAF or MEK inhibitors in \( \text{BRAF} \)-mutant melanoma (12). Alternatively, they might have considered an ERK inhibitor (such agents have recently entered phase I trials). RAF inhibitors, however, are contraindicated in tumors that contain upstream RAS activation—these drugs produce a paradoxical activation of MEK/ERK signaling when administered to tumor cells that exhibit dysregulated RAS signaling (13–15). In melanoma, the most common mechanism of RAS activation involves oncogenic \( \text{NRAS} \) mutation, which occurs in 15% to 20% of patients. Importantly, \( \text{NRAS} \) mutations can co-occur with “non-V600” \( \text{BRAF} \) mutations in melanoma (5).

Although the “index” tumor did not contain \( \text{NRAS} \) mutations, it did harbor an unusual \( \text{KRAS} \) mutation known to occur as a pathogenic germline event in patients with cardio-facial-cutaneous syndromes (characterized by aberrant RAS/MAP kinase signaling). In addition, this tumor contained a mutation in \( \text{NF1} \), a tumor suppressor gene whose inactivation causes dysregulated RAS signaling. Neither the \( \text{KRAS} \) nor \( \text{NF1} \) mutations would have been detected by allele-based tumor genomic profiling platforms; however, their presence effectively excludes RAF inhibition as a viable therapeutic option in this patient.

An additional benefit of comprehensive tumor genomic profiling may involve consideration of so-called pertinent negatives. (This term refers to diagnostic abnormalities whose absence...
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